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President's Corner 

 

By Susannah Kriegshauser 

 

Hello fellow dirt fishers! 

Well here we are at the end of our first year. Exciting isn't the 

word--crazy, maybe. Who would have thought that we would 

go from 9 friends to 78 friendly members in one year? Just 

goes to show that there is a hunger for a club that is local, has 

great camaraderie, and goes on good hunts! Our newest 

member is Mike Merli. Welcome, Mike! 

2017 will bring more Mystery Hunts, more contests, more fun 

presentations, new officers, and more opportunities for the 

Community Assistance Team, among others. We've been 

garnering about 4 calls a month for our Team, and we expect 

that to go up as word gets out. There will be a new sign-up list 

at our first meeting in February for those who want to 

participate. 

Our association with the MO Civil War Museum has always 

benefitted us. Besides giving us free meeting space, they take 

the time to promote us to their customers. I hope we all 

reciprocate by urging friends and relatives to visit this great 

museum! 

Crestwood Jewelers has also been a big promoter of our club. 

From displaying our cards and class schedules, to giving our 

members a 10% discount when they show their club card, to 

being one of the few local places to carry metal detectors, this 

place merits our business. 

Kellyco also was a big sponsor for us, with a lot of donations. 

It's a good company with good customer service. 

Remember that we need people to serve as vice-president 

and secretary. A few minutes a month is all it takes, and a 

club CANNOT run itself. Please help to keep our club strong. 

You can nominate yourself up to December 31 by sending 

your name and position wanted to our club email. 

CORRECTION--Roger Taylor won November's 50/50 and 

donated it to our museum fund. We apologize for the error. 

The officers wish all of our members a wonderful holiday  

season and our wish for the new detecting year is--- 

 

Happy Hunting! 
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CALENDAR 

 
Jan 05: GMDC meeting 

Jan 16: Metal Detecting 

 Basics Class. MO 

 Civil War Museum 

Jan 23: Metal Detecting 

 Basics Class. MO 

 Civil War Museum 

Feb 02: GMDC meeting 

Feb 21: GMDC hunt. 

  Willmore Park 

Mar 01: GMDC meeting 

Mar 12: Metal Detecting 

   Basics Class 

Mar 20: GMDC hunt. 

   St. Marcus Park 

Apr 05:  GMDC meeting 

Apr 09:  GMDC hunt. 

   Christy Greenway 

May 03: GMDC meeting 

May 14: Metal Detecting 

   Basics Class 

May 15: GMDC hunt. 

   Mystery Hunt.    

DeSoto, MO 

Jun 07:  GMDC meeting 

Jun 11:  GMDC hunt. 

   Fultz Field. 

   River des Peres 

Jul 05:   GMDC meeting 

Jul 09:   GMDC hunt. 

  Mystery Hunt. 

Aug 02: GMDC meeting 

Aug 06: GMDC hunt. 

   Jos. Leisure Park 

Sep 06:  GMDC meeting 

Sep 10:  GMDC hunt. 

   BBQ/Hunt Games 

Oct 04:  GMDC meeting 

Oct 08:  GMDC hunt. 

   St. Marcus Park 

Nov 01:  GMDC meeting 

Nov 05:  GMDC hunt 

 Mystery Hunt 

Dec 06:  GMDC meeting 

 

NO HUNT IN DECEMBER 

 

NO MTG OR HUNT IN JAN 

 

 

 

Monthly Meeting by Jim Hammond 

 

 The Christmas get-together was called to order at 7:00 

pm.  There were 21 in attendance, even though it was a cold 

night. 

 The members were reminded that there will be no 

meeting in January and there will be no club hunts in the 

months of December, January and February.  

 Nominations for vice-president and secretary close on 

Dec. 31. Please help your club. It only takes minutes a month 

and we want this wonderful club to keep going. Remember 

what happened to the Coinshooters club--they almost had to 

disband. We sure don't want that to happen to us! 

 Volunteers to help Rob at the Hospitality table or take 

over in his absence are needed. 

 The Community Assistance Team has been very 

active this past year and it was decided to send out a group 

text and email so more members can be notified on a timely 

basis. We will start a new list next year. 

 Next year starts the Find of the Month Contest, with 

the categories being oldest coin, most valuable coin and 

oddest object.  A committee of 3 (for backup) are needed to 

run this contest. 

 The 1918 building next door will be ready soon and 

that will be the club's meeting place once it’s done. Lots more 

space, plus food will be able to be brought in. 

 Metal Detecting Basics classes are now being given 

through the St. Louis County library system, the Columbia IL 

library, the MO Civil War Museum, and through our Gateway 

club by our president, Susannah.   

 Mark Trout, director of the MO Civil War Museum, 

was presented with a $200 gift card in appreciation for 

allowing us to use the museum facilities for free for our club 

meetings. Thank you very much, Mark! 

 Mike Steimel sends greetings from Alaska. 

 All attendees received a prize for our Christmas get-

together. 

 Rick and Kathy Crowell also gave everyone a 

Christmas card and candy cane, so thank you Rick and Kathy! 

 The 50/50 prize was won by our newest member, 

Mike Merli. Congratulations Mike! 

 

The Officers hope everyone has a Merry 

Christmas and a wonderful 

New Year! 
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November 5, 2016 
 

Mystery Hunt #3, Relleke Pumpkin Farm 
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IN THE LOUPE… 
    by Pat Reece 

 

 One of the best decisions I’ve ever made was to watch a "Diggers" show one 90+ degree 

summer day in St. Louis, when it was too hot to do much of anything. Something about being 

outside on a treasure hunt struck a chord with me. After casually mentioning that this might be 

something I'd like to try, a friend said her brother-in-law had tried it for a while without much 

luck, and would probably loan me his equipment so I could try it out. The stars aligned, and I've 

been happily digging around in all kinds of dirt for three years. 

I started out thinking that I’d like to find valuables, but have since realized that I’m really drawn 

to history and making a connection with the past. Don’t get me wrong—I still hunt parks and 

beaches when possible, and am pleased as punch to find lost rings, medals, bracelets, etc. But 

I’ve always liked doing research, and coordinating that research to identify hunt sites has really 

enriched my love of this hobby. Even more fun is sharing sites and hunts with other people who 

are as obsessed as me! 

I have distinct memories of the first time I found a wheat penny, V nickel, Roosevelt and 

Mercury dimes, Washington quarter, and Walking Liberty half dollar. It feels like such a gift 

when you realize that you’ve found something special which would have been lost forever. 

While each good find is special in its own way, I’d say the military buttons are some of my 

favorites. The two on the left were found near Washington University, and are Civil War-era 

Navy buttons. I have permission to hunt several properties there, and the dirt for the yards was 

supposedly brought there from Forest Park in preparation of the 1904 World’s Fair...which may 

explain why I found them. The button on the right is a WWI button I found in Atlanta. I have to 

admit, I thought I’d found a great Civil War button and was pretty deflated to find out it wasn’t 

one. BUT, a WWI find is still a great find. 

 
 

 I’ve enjoyed other hobbies (golf) and interests (volunteer work archiving Cahokia Mounds 

excavation finds) in the past, but I think this one will stick with me for a long time! 
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TECH TALK 
    by Susannah 

 

AIR TESTING 
 

Lack of air testing is probably the number 

two reason that potential detectorists leave 

the hobby in frustration. The number one 

reason is lack of knowledge about the 

detector itself. The two work hand in hand, 

and not coming to grips with either one 

spells extreme frustration. 

 

The goal of air testing is to understand your 

detector's audio response to different targets, 

at different depths, under different 

conditions, using a specific coil, before you 

begin using a new detector. This is both a 

simple and complex subject. Simple, in that 

air testing will give you a detector's depth, 

VDI numbers, and distance range for objects 

under extremely controlled conditions. 

Complex, in that those numbers will always 

be higher than what you encounter in the 

field. Air testing gives you perfect 

conditions, which you will never get in the 

field. ALL machines lose depth in the 

ground compared to air tests, due to the 

density of the soil and other factors. 

 

So why do we do it? Because it will teach 

you your machine's best response to: 

--Depth Penetration 

 

Depth and conductivity are two different 

things-- 

 

Depth Penetration is the maximum 

detection depth achieved by a metal detector 

under specific soil conditions using a 

specific coil. This can only be determined by 

air testing. 

 

Conductivity in the field affects your 

machine's depth penetration. To conduct a 

signal is to trap it in an object via a radio 

wave. The signal loses strength as it works 

through or along an object. Therefore, depth 

penetration in the field will always be less 

than air testing in perfect conditions.. 

 

--VDI (Visual Display Indicator) numbers 

 

These are the display numbers for good or 

junk signals, which then gives you the 

information to use when setting your 

discrimination, or notched discrimination, 

modes. Learn which numbers relate to iron, 

silver etc. by air testing them beforehand.  

 

--Range VDI numbers 

 

These show the range of conductive values 

of non-ferrous (non-iron) targets. 

Aluminum, for example, may have a large 

range of numbers, whereas silver may only 

ring up within a short range. An air test 

under controlled conditions will determine 

these for your specific machine using a 

specific coil. 

 

--Distance Range limits of the VDI 

numbers 

 

An air test can determine the maximum 

range from various targets that will still 

register as VDI numbers. A large piece of 

iron may register a low VDI number, but 

remain on the display for quite some 

distance due to its size. A very small silver 

dime may register a high VDI number, but 

the actual distance range will be very short 

due to its small size. 
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AIR TESTING (CONT.)--HOW TO 

 

--Depth Penetration Test 
Spade up a long, narrow area of ground to a depth of 15 inches until the soil is no longer full of big 

lumps. Using a yardstick, and keeping the objects at least 1 foot or more away from each other, plant 

various coins and objects at various depths. Put one or two coins on edge, keeping the rest flat. Be sure to 

keep track of what is where and how deep! Then practice with your detector, checking how deep your 

detector picks up an object, and what kind of tone it emits. Also check your VDI number for each object. 

You might want to keep a list of these with you in the field until you know your numbers. 

 

--Distance Range Test 

As you can see in the picture on the preceding page, this test is easier!  

1. Using a flat yardstick on a flat surface, or marking a strip of paper in increments as shown, rest 

your detector on its rim on the "0" mark. If using a bench, be sure the paper is away from metal 

screws, nails etc. If using the ground, be sure there are no poptops, nails, or pipes underneath. 

2. Take off jewelry, and be sure there are no metal buttons or belt buckles to interfere with the 

signal. 

3. Turn your sensitivity control to Maximun. 

4. Set your detector's discrimination mode to "0" (All Metal Mode). 

5. If your detector has them (many don't), set the following:  

--Ground Rejection Level should be 75%-85% (use the manual ground balance feature) 

--Audio should be in Multi Tones (not to be confused with just a 3 tone--low, medium, high). In 

Multi Tones, usually around 250 tones, for example, audio responses to silver and copper coins 

will be high-pitched while gold items and foil will sound lower, and iron will produce a low 

buzz. 

6. Now, using a wooden yardstick, tape a coin to it. Do this with all types and sizes of coins. Do 

the same with objects, including iron. Get a notebook to record responses. 

7. Starting with the coin stick at the end of the paper or flat yardstick opposite the detector, 

slowly push the coin stick toward the detector. Make a note in the book of what coin or object, 

what distance it began emitting a signal, and what VDI number or type of tone (low, med, high). 

Then practice with slightly raising the coin stick until the coin is centered in the middle of the 

detector, and push it towards the detector. Note this reaction. Since many detector coils are 

concentric or elliptical, see the difference holding a coin in the center of the coil makes. 

 

Here is a sample chart: 

68 Wheat penny 

70  Clad dime (this and the following gold coin values are the same, but their audio responses 

will be different. Test and listen until you can distinguish the difference in your headphones.) 

70  $20 gold coin 

72 Mercury (silver) dime 

78 Clad quarter 

 

Every detector has a different response with different numbers. Even though your soil will be the 

same, testing a White's Prizm and a CTX 3030 will show their differences. Do these tests for 

every new detector to learn its properties and they will save you a lot of wasted time and 

frustration in the field.  
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Gateway MD Club 
222 Worth Road 

St. Louis, MO 63125 
 

detectinghistory 

@yahoo.com 

 

 
"Can you dig it? WE can!" 

 

 

CLASSIFIEDS 
 

If you want an ad in the 

CLASSIFIEDS or HUNT 

BUDDIES, please send them 

through 

detectinghistory@yahoo.com 

 

Additional patches can be 

purchased from the officers for 

$2.00 

 
 

HUNT BUDDIES 

 
**Anyone wanting to go to England next 

year, leave a message on the club email if 

interested. Several members are thinking of 

going, one is definitely going, and we can 

put you in touch. 

 

 

WHO WE ARE 
We are a group of detecting enthusiasts 

whose aim is to get out there and have fun, 

find fellowship, and find and preserve our 

nation's history. We dig responsibly, act 

respectfully, and operate legally. We invite 

you to join us. You won't be disappointed! 
 

MEETINGS 
 

We meet on the first Tuesday of every 

month at 

 

Missouri Civil War Museum 

222 Worth Road 

St. Louis, MO 63125 

 

at 

 

7 pm  

(Doors open at 6:30 pm) 

 

Open to the public 
 

 

mailto:detectinghistory@yahoo.com

